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Abstract: we present in this paper a remote lab that is generic, i.e independent to the controlled device thanks to a semantic web approach. The graphical user interface and functionalities are described thanks to ontology. The proposed remote lab is also collaborative since it is prove that the collaboration takes an important place in the learning process. The collaboration is made in a virtual world called wonderland allowing sharing of information and audio channels between users’ avatars.
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1 Introduction
The main objective of remote laboratory is to share high technology equipments between universities and companies for different purposes like learning, demonstration before sales or even collaboration on projects. It concerns essentially research laboratories instruments which present common characteristics: high cost (purchase, maintenance), sensitive functioning, slow training and lots of surrounding constraints (temperature, dampness, dust, vibration). The cost induced by remote lab construction leads to eliminate classical devices for this paper since it is generally more difficult to build such lab than buy the needed instances of device. Different solutions have been explored:

- The individual purchase by a school means of course to spend a lot of money but also to rely on a qualified staff to work on the workbench.
- The equipment transportation between different schools implies several technical constraints and a qualified technician must follow the instrument.
- The students’ displacement is the most used solution but the transfer of several people and their reception in a research laboratory is not so easy.
- The most promising way may be the distant monitoring of the instrument, which we call hereafter remote laboratory or remote lab.

The concept of remote lab is to make these equipments available for any kind of situations through a simple Internet connexion. We are interested in situations where teachers (or project manager) and students (or project members) are not in the same place and/or at the same time. Three different kind of laboratory are identified, according previous work [17]:

- Local laboratory are universities’ lab in which student practice hands-on exercises.
- Virtual laboratory are simulations of an existing laboratory, trying to be as close as possible to the real device.
- Remote laboratory are local laboratory that are accessed via Internet, at different places but at the same time. It can be sum up as ”Same time, different place” [13]. Those are real devices remotely controlled over Internet. Nevertheless, it cannot be said that all laboratories endorsed the same properties. We argue local laboratory are the best kind of laboratory one can make, for learners’ sake. This is because students are faced to the real device and have face-to-face tutorial assistance. Of course, local laboratories suffer from drawbacks: learners and teachers must be in the same place, at the same time, in a room sufficiently wide for the learning experience to occur. Those drawbacks lead computer scientists to propose alternative options, for learners/teachers who cannot make it to the local laboratory.

In the following, a way to control such equipments through Internet connection is presented. A brief revue of remote lab approaches [11] shows that some of current proposals are pure http based. These are LAMP-based solutions, JSP
coupled with MySQL Database [8] or other Internet technologies. We strongly believe rich clients are more suitable for such applications. Of course, they suffer from a higher development cost, but they are more precise in reproducing "felt-life" [14]: things that are moving, making particular noises, buttons resistance [12], etc.

The solution proposes in this paper is built according to the following constraints:

- Use of graphical user interface very close to the real one, in order to help the user to manipulate the remote lab as it should manipulate the real device
- Generic approach in order to not rebuild an entire software for different devices
- Integration of collaboration aspects, and especially group awareness, in order to help people to work together on the same device from different places.

More precisely it uses distributed and generic software architecture based on J2EE application server. J2EE is a java framework that has the ambition to centralize functionalities on server side thanks to java-objects. Next, fall into question the choice between virtual and remote laboratories. Several research works tend to demonstrate that online laboratory are "the ultimate solution" [1] and simulation is "the old way of doing things" [2]. Nevertheless, we have a subtle thought as we think simulations are intended to deliver laboratory facilities to the door of the students, when a remote laboratory is not a way to look at. Many drawbacks to simulations have already been related [1]. We strongly believe in two arguments. Firstly, simulation cannot provide an authentic experience as, at its best, can only deliver partial representation of the reality of use of the instrument. Then, the limited functions set usually implemented, and the guided scenario associated to the manipulation, lead to an aseptic scenario of use for learners. We state that it limits what we can call "learning walkthrough": learners’ ability to try out things by curiosity. If the simulation does not foresee such tries, the response will not satisfy the learner and the system will miss opportunities of teaching.

In the remaining of this paper, we will expose the proposed framework, and then its embedded in virtual world in order to increase the group awareness and collaboration between users. We conclude the paper with a discussion on the way this kind of approach can be generalized to any kind of device and remote lab and any kind of virtual world.

2 Current Evolution of Remote Laboratory: Genericity and collaboration

We started remotely laboratory researches in 2000 [3], based on a network analyzer we wanted online, thanks to a TCP-IP direct application, replaced in 2003 by a Corba framework [9] and in 2006 by a complete J2EE application server [10]. These evolutions are mainly due to the lack of interoperability in heterogeneous information systems. This successful pedagogical experience makes us think about putting another device online: an antenna workbench. Of course, unlike the network analyzer, the antenna workbench conveys mechanical experiences (moving antenna and starting/stopping motors). The resulting GUI, however, are close to one another, because the GUI displays the same kind of widgets, whatever the device is (buttons, led, curves, objects moving, menus, etc.). Besides, we become aware we were about to reinvent the wheel each time we want another device online. One of the main constraints is therefore to propose a framework independent to the device.

2.1. On the genericity constraint

We need common description tools of a device user interface in one hand and the commands and protocols used by the dialog with the user, whatever the device is. Semantic web approaches and especially ontology is a solution to this problem. To be short, an ontology is a description of nature and composition of something. Mainly, the ontology is a vocabulary where are defined classes and properties, according to their field of application. Therefore, we could use ontology to describe the Graphical User Interface of the device and the functionalities it uses. With such an ontology (see fig. 1), we are able to conceptualize and instantiate the complete Graphic User Interface of any device simply through the interpretation of the semantic file describing the device.

This means the vocabulary is common to all devices and is instanced once. Over this vocabulary, we produce a single file in OWL format, one per device. Using this ontology-based approach, we are able to describe in OWL format a network analyzer, an antenna workbench and we are about to dress the OWL file corresponding to an optic fiber stretcher, very different kind of devices but described thanks to the same vocabulary.
Moreover, as we exploited this solution in our teaching, we understood how authenticity of the device displayed is important. Because students mostly learn from hands-on approaches how to use appliances, not how they work. As such, it is very important to be as real as possible, because students tend to be lost when put in front of the real thing. To achieve this goal we take pictures of the real devices and build the remote interface by replacing the real pictures at the place defined by the widget in the semantic files. The result is that the two interfaces (real and distant one) are very close (fig. 3)
2.2. On the collaboration part: group awareness

Nevertheless, one could argue about collaborative sharing of a single resource and how this pseudo-concurrent access (as it is collaboration) is managed. What we want to do is to allow different users to collaborate on the same device and to permit to these users to understand what are the actions made by the others (what we call hereafter group awareness). In fact, computer supported collaborative work is defined for us as several users using a remote resource for a common objective. If the objective is not shared among all users, this is not collaborative work any more. That explains why we cannot apply already well known current resource sharing sequencing such as first in first out, round robin or what ever can be used in complete concurrent environment (by analogy of CPU time sharing). This is mainly because the role the user plays in the collaboration is a factor of orchestration. To achieve this goal we first propose to colorize the acknowledgment of user’s action (the buttons pressed by Alice will be colorized in red, whereas Bob’s actions will be in blue for example). Each action is broadcasted to every user thanks to a message-oriented middleware (MOM) implemented by our J2EE application server (JORAM over JONAS).

However, we think that this approach is not sufficient. Indeed, the group awareness resides on the actions made by the user but also on the location of each user (does it look at the device at this time or does it read another document), the oral communication, etc... This kind of collaboration is already done in virtual world like well-known second life. You can find many kind of tools in order to collaborate in virtual environments. The objective of the following section is therefore to wonder how we can take the best of remote lab and virtual world in order to propose real collaborative remote labs.

3 Collaborative remote lab thanks to virtual world approaches

The use of virtual worlds is growing every day in different fields: entertainment, e-education, professional training, health, robotics, etc. ([4], [5], [6], [16]). Virtual environments make users feel like they inhabit the Virtual Environment (usually referred as the “sense to being there”). It is therefore natural to think about coupling Virtual Environments and remote labs for matching socio-constructivism learning theories with the global challenge of Distance Collaborative Learning ([7], [15]).

We can cite as example of such virtual world: second life, Sun Wonderland, opensims,... Each of these virtual worlds relies on the same concept for client-server architecture. On the client side, a heavy stand-alone client is involved, which is downloaded and executed by the end-user's computer, sometimes through one click deployment tools such as Java Web start. This application embeds a middleware client, which exchanges information with the server (usually TCP-based protocols) in order to allow the avatars’ motions and discussions with other users. The collaboration itself is done through instant messaging, 3D motion in the virtual world and voice over IP channels. On the server side, the objective is to propose 3D description of the virtual world and to relay the different actions and place of user’ avatars to each connected people. The description of the world itself is performed thanks to 3D models and tools such as blender, Google sketchup, auto3D.

In order to propose a remote lab such as the one described in above sections, we have to embed a remote lab client in one place of the virtual world. Since the proposed remote lab framework is based on J2EE framework, we choose the
Sun wonderland virtual world (developed in java technology). This virtual world allows the sharing of 2D X-applications (just about any application that will run natively on a Linux system). With this type of shared application, one user can take control and edit a document in the world while others in proximity can watch. It is easy to pass control from one user to another. These applications, which were designed for single users, are handy for troubleshooting together in a terminal window, or working together on standard desktop applications like Open Office, or collaborative web browsing. We use this tool to embed our Java-based 2D client of our remote lab (see fig. 4).
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Fig 4: Use of a Network Analyzer remote lab thanks to OCELOT framework in Wonderland Virtual World

Let’s take a scenario for better understanding what are the role and aims of each software brick. Suppose that you have two devices, which are remotely controlled through the J2EE Remote lab framework (called OCELOT). Each of them
gets its local software, which relays the command between the device and the network. Each device is described in a semantic file stored in J2EE server. Dave (the professor) and Alice (its student) have to conduct a practical session on the device 1, whereas Bob made his homework separately on device 2.

Without virtual world tools, Dave, Alice and Bob launch the OCELOT software as a Java Web start Application on their respective computers. These clients will load the semantic file corresponding to the device on which they want to work. The group awareness between Dave and Alice is made thanks to the JORAM messaging service which relays the command made by Dave on the Alice’s screen (for example by tagging the button pushed by Dave in a specific color) as we explained in section 2.2. However, it is very difficult for Dave to know what Alice is doing (reading the course lesson, reading the practical session subject, or watching him doing a demonstration).

If we put the JWS client in the wonderland world, the collaboration is made between the Dave and Alice avatars and therefore relies mainly on the wonderland tools: the colour acknowledgement of pushed button still remains in the JWS client but Dave can now see if Alice is watching to the remote device screen, reading the practical session subject (exposed a PDF on a virtual world for example) and discuss thanks to VoIP. It can also simplified the way competitive access to a remote lab is achieved since we can imagine that there is just one remote client correspond to a specific device in a virtual world and the spreading of the real client is made thanks to the wonderland client.

Another advantage of using collaboration tools of virtual world to bring collaboration in remote lab resides on the audio aspects. The spatial layout of the 3D world coupled with the immersive audio provides strong cognitive cues that enhance collaboration. For example, the juxtaposition of avatars in the world coupled with the volume and location of the voices allows people to intuit who they can talk to at any given time. The 3D space provides a natural way to organize multiple, simultaneous conversations. Likewise, the arrangement of the objects within the space provides conversational context. If other avatars are gathering near the entrance to a virtual conference room, it is a good guess that they are about to attend a meeting in that space. It is then natural to talk to those people about the content or timing of the meeting, just as you would if attending a physical meeting. In terms of data sharing, looking at objects together is a natural activity. With the 3D spatial cues, each person can get an immediate sense of what the other collaborators can and cannot see.

4 Conclusion

We have proposed in this paper a generic and collaborative framework to share a remote lab in virtual world. A semantic approach based on ontology allows us to build a framework independent to the device in the remote lab. The semantic file devoted to each device describes its Graphical User Interface. The remote lab is very close to the real one in order to reproduce felt-life impressions. For collaboration aspects, the remote lab framework embeds a message-oriented middleware that broadcast each action of each user to everyone with a colour value acknowledgment. To reach a higher value of group awareness, we propose to put the remote lab in a virtual world similar to Second Life but based on java technology: sun wonderland virtual world. There is a number of advantages of using virtual worlds to create remote laboratories that allow immersive and highly interactive user experiences. From our study, it seems that among this advantages, there are:

- The audio relationship between users,
- The 3D location which allows visual collaboration between users,
- The fact that the remote lab is embedded in the virtual world induces different practices as we seen for serious gaming approaches,
- Collaboration between different tools (exposure of course documents as PDF walls for example).

In order to build this kind of systems, the Virtual World has to propose some gateways to other kind of servers, and for this part, the remote lab server has also to propose the correct gateway and interfaces in order to get its commands and results available in the Virtual World. Currently, it seems that the Java language is the better choice for all this architecture since it proposed normalized objects, 3D graphical representation engine, relationship with the materials.
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